Copyright Assignment Form
Title of article (“the Article”) ...........................................................................................................................
Author’s name ...............................................................................................................................................
Names of all authors in the order in which they appear in the Article: .........................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
To enable AJM Publications Inc. (A0033540Z) (“us” or “we”) to publish material submitted for publication in the
Australian Journal of Mineralogy (AJM), we ask authors to assign to us the copyright of articles they contribute.
In assigning your copyright to us you are not forfeiting your rights.
The rights that you personally retain as Author:
1.
2.

The right to be identified as the Author of the Article. You retain your proprietary rights, including patent
rights; nothing in this Agreement shall restrict your rights as Author.
Prior to publication, you retain the right to the Article, in form and content as submitted for publication in the
AJM, in the following ways:
i. sharing with colleagues ‘preprints’ (i.e. versions of the Article created prior to peer review) of
the unpublished Article, provided no sale is involved;
ii. posting an electronic version of the Article on your own website, on your employer’s website/
repository and on free public servers in your subject area, but only with the following
acknowledgment:
This is a ‘preprint’ of an article submitted for consideration in the Australian Journal of
Mineralogy [year of publication] [ AJM Publications Inc.].

3.

After publication, you retain:
i. the right to share (but not on a commercial basis) print or electronic copies of the Article with
colleagues;
ii. the right to use the Article within your employer’s institution or company for educational or
research purposes;
iii. the right to present the Article at a meeting or conference and to distribute (but not for
commercial purposes) printed copies of the Article to the attending delegates;
iv. the right to make printed copies of all or part of the Article for use by you for lecture or
classroom purposes;
v. the right to use all or part of the Article in a thesis or dissertation that is not to be published
commercially;
vi. the right to expand the Article into book-length form for publication, provided that
acknowledgement to prior publication in the relevant AJM is made explicit in the following way:
This article was first published in the Australian Journal of Mineralogy [year, volume, issue,
pages] [ AJM Publications Inc.]

4.
5.

Please note that you are not permitted to post the AJM PDF version of the Article online.
All requests by third parties to re-use the Article in whole or in part will be handled by the AJM
Publications Inc.

If the paper is not published in the AJM, the rights revert to the present copyright holder.
In signing this Agreement:
1.
2.

You assign to us the copyright in your Article worldwide in any form.
You agree that we may arrange for your Article to be:
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i.
ii.

3.
4.

published in the AJM, and sold or distributed on its own or with other related material;
reproduced, distributed, displayed and stored throughout the world in printed, electronic or
any other medium whether now known or as developed in the future, and to authorize third
parties (such as Reproduction Rights Organizations) to do the same.
You agree that we may seek payment of fees for the privilege of making copies of the Article in accordance
with 2 ii) above.
You agree that we make such editorial changes as may be necessary to make the Article suitable for
publication, and that we may use any images from your Article on the cover of the AJM.

By signing this Agreement:
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

You certify that the Article is your original work, has not been published before in English and is not being
considered for publication elsewhere.
You warrant that:
i.
you have secured the necessary written permission from the appropriate copyright holder to
reproduce in the Article (in all media including print and electronic form) material not owned
by you, and that you have acknowledged the source;
ii.
to the best of your knowledge the Article contains no statements that are abusive,
defamatory, libellous, obscene, fraudulent, nor are in any other way unlawful or in violation
of applicable laws, and that to the best of your knowledge this Article does not infringe the
rights of others;
iii.
you shall keep us and our affiliates indemnified in full against all claims and expenses
(including legal and other professional costs and expenses) awarded against or incurred or
paid by us as a result of your breach of the warranties given in this Agreement.
You warrant that, if the Article was prepared with other authors, you have obtained, in writing, authorization
to enter into this Agreement on their behalf and that all co-authors have read and agreed to the terms of this
Agreement.
You agree that if copyright is held by your employer or the employer of any co-author, you should ensure
that the employer’s Copyright is reserved, and should obtain for the AJM a non-exclusive license to
publish the paper.
This assignment is subject to Australian law and the jurisdiction of the Courts of Australia. It may
only be amended by a document signed by both of us.
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Signed .................................................................................................................................................................
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Print name ............................................................................................................................................................
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